
Jeremiah buys a field

Jeremiah 32:1-15, Luke 16:19-31, 1 Timothy 6:3-10, 17-19

Imagine this scenario. The country is at war. An invading army is surrounding 

the city. The government is incapable of winning against such a powerful 

enemy. The countryside has been devastated. And to top if off, you have 

been put in prison as you are suspected of being traitor. Just when things look 

their blackest, when there is no escape from the enemy, your own 

government has turned against you, and everyone thinks badly of you, a 

relative turns up to visit you in prison. And what does he want? He wants to 

sell you a piece of land he doesn’t want, and because of the rules that prevent 

land being sold out of the original clan that owned it, it’s your responsibility to 

buy it. So of course, now that the countryside is in the hands of an invading 

army, taking everything they want, looting and pillaging everywhere, it’s just 

the time to buy a piece of land. Prices are obviously going to be rock bottom, 

because who can say whether the sale will make any difference while the 

country is at war. This is obviously just the time when you want to part with 

ready cash and buy a piece of country real estate. Isn’t that right? No?

What then, does Jeremiah do? He weighs out the price for the land, and has 

the title deeds witnessed by other prison inmates, and then gives the title 

deed to his secretary to take care of, and becomes the proud owner of the 

family estate. Everyone around him must have thought he was mad. Indeed, 

he probably wondered himself about the sanity of what he had done. But the 

important thing for Jeremiah was not whether the sale of the land would ever 

be recognized in wartime, or whether he could afford to part with hard 

portable cash in exchange for fixed real estate, or whether his sanity was put 

into question. 

It was not whether he would ever take possession of his property, and settle 

down there to grow grapes and figs. As we know from later chapters of 

Jeremiah, after the siege he was kidnapped by escaping Jewish nobility and 

taken with them to Egypt where he eventually died, never going home to his 

rural farm block. 
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The important thing for Jeremiah was that God had instructed him to 

undertake the purchase, having advised him in advance that he would be 

approached and asked to buy the land. The point of the sale was not simply to 

retain the ownership of the land in the family line, although that was certainly 

important for everyone concerned. The purpose of this episode, which is 

described at some length in the Old Testament, was to indicate God’s 

purposes for his people Israel. The Lord spoke to Jeremiah and told him that 

the people had continued to sin and commit idolatry, particularly the sacrifices 

of their own children to idols, and all the immoral and violent acts that flow 

from turning away from God and from his laws. As a punishment they were all 

taken captive into exile, and for seventy long years the city of Jerusalem was 

desolate, the temple a heap of ruins, and the people of Israel subjected to 

mockery and abuse. But in consequence of that, they permanently turned 

away from idolatry and this was never again a sin in Israel. That does not 

mean that they lived in accordance with the law, as we see from the debates 

Jesus had with his fellow Jews, but it does mean that the worst excesses of 

their sinful past were no longer repeated.

Throughout the Old Testament we see the theme of the covenant developed 

and deepened. The covenant is mentioned on numerous occasions. But it is 

important to note that there is in fact only one covenant between God and his 

people – one covenant that is renewed and reinvigorated in various ways at 

various times. There is no basis for assuming that the covenants made by 

God are replacements for earlier, failed covenants. God makes a single 

covenant that he sustains as the abiding faithful partner, in spite of the failings 

and apostacy of the other partner, Israel his people. The covenant made with 

Abraham was renewed and expanded in content and scope under Moses, 

being expressed in a system of laws for Israel. The kingship was made a 

covenant role under David and his descendants on the throne. And here we 

see that God promises to renew his covenant with Israel after they have 

suffered their punishment in exile in Babylon. In token of this, Jeremiah 

purchases his country farm, to give expression to his faith that God will indeed 

fulfill his promise to restore the people to their land, where they will once 

again buy and sell property. Not only will their ownership of their ancestral 
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land be restored to them, they will have peace and security in which to enjoy 

it. Legal title will be recognized and supported by a restored government, and 

the people will be prosperous enough to be able to buy and sell land. The 

Lord will fulfill his covenant promises, and the covenant people will once again 

be restored to their former greatness.

All this is demonstrated by Jeremiah’s act of buying a piece of ancestral land 

that it was his right and duty to buy, even in a situation where there was no 

expectation that he would ever be able to take possession of the land or enjoy 

it in peace. The promise of the covenant was sufficient for him to act in this 

way, even though all the signs pointed against it ever becoming a reality for 

him. And even though Jeremiah never enjoyed his piece of rural tranquility, 

his faith that God would bring this to pass for his people in the future was 

sufficient for him. And God did indeed fulfill his side of the covenant, bringing 

about prosperity for Israel after they were brought back from their exile to 

enjoy their own land again. This prosperity was something that they were all 

to enjoy. God’s intention, as recorded in his promise to Jeremiah, was that 

they would live in peace and safety. They would always fear God, obeying his 

laws and keeping his commandments. They would both live in faithfulness 

themselves and teach their children to do likewise. They would care for the 

poor, ensure the weak and the powerless were protected, and provide food, 

shelter and clothing for those in need. 

So what then do we make of the parable Jesus told about the rich man and 

Lazarus? Here we have an example of a prominent member of the people of 

Israel breaking covenant with God. On the one hand, one leader of society is 

enjoying all the best that money can buy. He dresses himself in purple, in 

other words, in the most expensive fabric of the ancient world, dyed with an 

extract from a shellfish which cost a great deal to manufacture. He wore fine 

linen, and lived a life of luxury. On the other hand, outside his own door lay a 

beggar who was ill and starving. He longed to eat the crumbs that fell from the 

rich man’s table. This is not just a metaphorical statement – rich people dined 

in a semi-public manner, with anyone able to enter the house to watch the rich 

people eat. We see such witnesses in various stories about parties in the 
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gospels. How then would Lazarus feel, being able to see fine food being 

eaten in luxury, and probably in great quantity, with the bits falling from the 

table being more than he could expect to eat himself. He had no fine linen or 

purple garments – he was covered in sores that the dogs came and licked. 

Eventually the beggar died, and was carried to Abraham’s side. The rich man 

also died, but was tormented in hell. As Abraham said, the change in their 

situation was the exact reverse of their situation on earth. The rich man 

begged Abraham to send Lazarus to warn his brothers against continuing in 

their ways, so they would not also end up in hell. He obviously thought that 

they were in danger of that because of their continuing luxurious lifestyle and 

disregard of the poor. But Abraham said that Moses and the prophets were 

sufficient – they were well aware of the laws and the covenant of God – what 

else would they need? 

The rich man considered this insufficient, as it had obviously not prevented 

him from violating the law and the covenant himself, as his current sorry state 

indicated. He did think that maybe something startling, like Lazarus returning 

from the grave, would be enough to convince his brothers of the need to 

change their ways. As the New Testament says, the Jewish people were 

always seeking signs to prove to them that God really did mean what he was 

saying, and to confirm his message with unmistakable proof. But Abraham 

could see through that ploy as well – he disagreed that this would have any 

effect at all, and that if someone was raised from the dead it would still not 

convince someone who was showing contempt for the law and the prophets. 

Jesus no doubt had his own forthcoming resurrection in mind, and as we see 

from the Gospels, even that was not enough to convince the Jews that he was 

sent from God to redeem them. If we will not listen to those sent by God to 

speak to us on his behalf, we are unlikely to be any more responsive if a great 

sign is performed in front of us. Instead, we are more likely to try to explain it 

away, as the Jews did with the resurrection of Jesus (Matthew 28:11-15).

The message of Moses and the prophets was that wealth was entrusted to 

the people of Israel for the benefit of all. Those who had wealth were 
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expected to use it to support and assist those in need. There was also the 

expectation that those who had advantage over others should not use it to 

accumulate wealth. The resources given by God to the whole nation were for 

the benefit of all, not to be accumulated by a few and used to sustain an 

extravagant and luxurious lifestyle, particularly in the face of extreme poverty 

and deprivation. As we saw in the story about Jeremiah purchasing a piece of 

land to retain it within the clan, everyone was to have a share in the land and 

to have some place to call their own. 

That a beggar such as Lazarus would have no home to go to, with his own 

plot of land on which to raise food to support himself, was a radical departure 

from the plans of God for the use of land in Israel. Why did Lazarus not have 

his own land? Why was he alienated from the ancestral clan and unable to 

share in the produce of the family estate? We are not told the reason why this 

happened, but it is undoubtedly inconsistent with what God intended for 

Israel. The problem then is that one man has far more wealth than he can 

possibly use, while another has not enough to buy the necessities of life, even 

his daily food.

Thus we can see that the position of the rich man in Israel was precarious – it 

was not the way he was intended to live. Wealth was not something to be 

grasped by a few. The prosperity of the people was to be shared among them 

all, and the care of the poor and dispossessed was to be the hallmark of a 

covenant people following the law of God. This then was the background for 

the teaching of Paul in his letter to Timothy. The love of money, he says, is a 

root of all kinds of evil. It is not money itself, as is often thought, which is the 

root of all evil, for there are many evil things that occur for many other 

reasons. But the love of money is indeed the root of many different kinds of 

evil behaviour and deeds. 

We brought nothing into the world, says Paul, and we can take nothing out of 

the world. This was the situation in which the rich man found himself, in the 

parable told by Jesus. What use to him was all his wealth now he was dead, 

and was being tormented in hell? Wealth is good for this world only. If we 
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have food and clothing, that is enough for us to be content. That is a radical 

statement for a Christian to make in this day and age when we are 

surrounded by and often submerged in the possessions we accumulate. 

While there are legitimate uses for the things we own, the trap, says Paul, is 

that we can want to own them for the sake of owning them, and not because 

they can be used in the service of the Kingdom of God. Wanting to get rich is 

a cause for temptation and puts many traps in our path. The desire for wealth, 

says Paul, is made up of many foolish and harmful desires that lead only to 

ruin and destruction. 

This is because, as Paul says, the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil. It 

can lead to departing from pure faith in God, and brings many sorrows with it. 

Money is not something that is worth striving for to the detriment of more 

important things in life – personal relationships, enjoyment of simple 

pleasures, the ability to make do with what you have rather than yearning 

after more, bigger, better things that we can barely manage to acquire without 

stress, overwork, and loss of overall enjoyment of life. To be able to enjoy 

what we have without struggling to acquire more is an attitude that should be 

encouraged by us all, rather than buying into the culture of comparison with 

others and desire for what they have that we don’t. 

After outlining the dangers of the pursuit of money, Paul moves on to discuss 

the positive virtues that he wants Timothy to develop. And it is interesting in 

this context, after considering the fate of the rich man in the parable, that he 

puts his stress on eternal life. Flee from the pursuit of riches and pleasure, 

Paul says, and through fighting the fight of faith, take hold of eternal life. Do 

this in the sight of God, who gives life to everything, God who alone is 

immortal. Those who are rich are to put their hope in God, not in their riches, 

and to use their wealth to do good deeds, so as to take hold of the life that is 

truly life. The emphasis on life is to show the contrast between the love of 

money, which leads to destruction and many griefs, and trust and faith in God, 

which leads to eternal life. Wealth has within it the power to bring us to 

destruction, while faith in God will bring us to eternal life. 
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Those who have wealth, Paul says, are not to be arrogant or trust in their 

wealth to provide them with what they need. Rather, they are to trust in God 

who alone is the source of all good, and who richly provides us with 

everything for our enjoyment. The wealth we can legitimately accumulate is 

not in itself evil. But it is no guarantee of success or satisfaction in life. It is no 

guarantee of friendship or love. It does not provide us with relationships with 

others, nor bring us abiding and deep satisfaction. Those who have riches are 

not to be arrogant: that is, they are not to see this as if it is some kind of 

validation or mark of approval from God. It does not confer on them any 

inherent status or right to control others or rule over them. It should not lead 

them to trust in their wealth, as if ownership of something confers status on 

the owner, or provides some kind of benefit or privilege. It is not the owning of 

wealth that indicates your character, but how you manage and use any wealth 

you may happen to own. And it is important to ensure that the wealth does not 

own you! 

Those who are rich, says Paul, are to find their wealth in their good deeds. 

Use of wealth for the benefit of others is essential to good management of 

wealth. Generosity and willingness to share is paramount. By using wealth in 

this way in this life, you will lay up indestructible treasures for the life to come. 

In this way, we both give proof of having inherited eternal life and demonstrate 

its reality in this life, and in the life to come we will benefit from the rewards 

which God will give to those who love and serve him faithfully. As an example, 

Paul points to Jesus, who gave witness to faith in God before Pilate (1 

Timothy 6:13). We are to follow in his footsteps, spurning the temptations of 

this world for power, privilege, acceptance and approval by others, ability to 

have what we want through wealth. 

Do not be like the rich man in the parable, who ignored the needs of the poor. 

Remember Jeremiah, who put his trust in God, and acted on the basis of the 

law that ensures that everyone would have their own piece of land to support 

them. Flee from the pursuit of wealth, and use whatever has been entrusted 

to you to help and benefit others. Be generous with what you have, support 

the weak and the powerless, assist those in need, and in all things, remember 
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that God calls us to eternal life, which he alone gives to those who love, trust 

and obey him, and who care for those in need. May God who is rich in grace 

towards us, strengthen us to serve him always and to flee from the 

temptations of riches. 
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